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Ion-Irradiation-Induced Defects in Isotopically-Labeled
Two Layered Graphene: Enhanced In-Situ Annealing
of the Damage
Martin Kalbac,* Ossi Lehtinen, Arkady V. Krasheninnikov, and Juhani Keinonen
As in conventional semiconductors, atomic scale defects[1] in
graphene strongly influence its properties, and may have either
detrimental or overall beneficial effects on the characteristics
of the material. The examples of the former are a decrease in
electron mobility[2,3] or drop in mechanical characteristics[4,5]
with an increase in defect concentration. Doping through introduction of substitutional impurities[6] and adatoms, selective
functionalization on defect sites,[7] and engineering the local
electronic[8] as well as magnetic[9] structure through controllable
creation of defects can be referred to in the context of the latter.
Numerous experiments have demonstrated that defects and
impurities can efficiently be introduced in graphene by beams
of energetic particles such as ions[2,3,10,11] and electrons.[12,13]
Ion bombardment can be combined with post-irradiation treatment to achieve a desired functionality, e.g. by depositing metal
atoms on irradiation-induced defects.[7] High dose irradiation
with a focused ion beam can be used for cutting and patterning
graphene with a high spatial resolution.[14–16] All these results
indicate that understanding defect production in graphene
under ion bombardment is mandatory for successful treatment
of graphene by ion beams. At the same time, in the context of
fundamental aspects of ion-solid interaction, graphene is a very
unusual target. Contrary to bulk solids, every displacement of
an atom from a suspended monoatomic graphene under ion
irradiation should give rise to the formation of a defect, as the
displaced atoms will be sputtered away, so that recombination
of Frenkel pairs is not possible. Moreover, due to its truly twodimensional structure, the probability for a collision cascade in
graphene is low,[17] making the studies on defect production in
graphene even more desirable.
Creation of defects in graphene under ion bombardment is
also interesting in the context of quantitative assessment of the
amount of irradiation-induced damage in graphene samples
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by Raman spectroscopy, which is an efficient tool for studying
disorder and defects in sp2-hybridized carbon materials.[16,18–21]
It is known that for graphite samples the intensity ratio of the
Raman D mode and the G mode is inversely proportional to the
crystallite size (La).[18,20] In case of graphene one should consider point defects in the crystalline lattice rather than the crystallite size La which is more related to border defects. The concentration of defects is therefore characterized by the average
distance between two point defects LD. Lucchese et al.[22]
studied the effects of Ar+ ion irradiation on graphene made by
cleaving of graphite flakes. They showed[22] that the D/G ratio is
increasing with the number of defects and this ratio saturates
when the distance between two defects is smaller than 3 nm.
At this stage the average distance between two defects is getting
shorter than the average distance traveled by an electron-hole
pair before scattering with a phonon.
Here we used isotopically labeled single and bi-layer
graphene sheets to study the effects of ion irradiation on such
targets. The samples were formed by subsequent transfer of
12
C and 13C graphene sheets on to a Si/SiO2 substrate[23,24]
and irradiated by Ar+ ions with various doses. Contrary to
previous studies focused on bi-layer graphene[25,26] where low
energy (90 eV) ions were used, the beam energy in our experiments was 100 keV. Raman spectroscopy was used to assess
the amount of damage in the samples. Our approach allowed
us to distinguish the effects of ion bombardment on different
graphene sheets. By combining the experimental data with the
results of our molecular dynamics simulations, we show that
the amount of damage after irradiation is different in the top
and bottom layer, and that the difference comes from enhanced
in-situ defect annealing (self-annealing) in the lower layer rather
than from different number of defects in the layers created by
the impacts of the ions.
The samples in our study were constructed by placing 12C
and 13C graphene sheets randomly on top of each other, as
schematically shown in Figure 1. The resulting samples have
areas where the two graphene layers are stacked on one another
(2-LG) with random orientation of the crystallographic axes
in the graphene layers, with 12C being the top-most layer, and
areas where single layer 12C and 13C graphene (1-LG) is present.
In total five samples were prepared: one for each irradiation
fluence and one reference sample.
Raman spectra measured from these areas are displayed in
Figure 2. The spectra clearly show the two main features of
graphene spectra: The G and G′ modes. There is also a weak
D mode, which originates from the transverse optical (TO)
phonons around the K or the K′ points in the first Brillouin
zone and needs defects for its activation. The D mode and its
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expected to be a combination of 12C and 13C
Raman spectra. This is roughly the case, as
evident from Figure 2. Nevertheless, a more
detailed comparison of the Raman spectra of
2-LG and 1-LG spectra points to several differences, which originate from different environments of the bottom and the top layers.
While the bottom layer is in contact with the
substrate, the top layer interacts with atmospheric gases. Hence, the bottom layer and the
top layer exhibit different levels of doping and
stress. This is demonstrated for example by
the smaller G′ mode of the bottom layer than
observed for the top layer and also different
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental (left panel) and simulation (right panel) frequencies of the G mode in 1-LG and 2-LG.
setups. The samples were formed by subsequent transfer of 12C and 13C graphene sheets on
We note that the Raman features are
Si/SiO2 substrate and irradiated by Ar+ ions with various doses followed by Raman probing.
dependent on twist angle between two layers
In simulations, the area outside the red rectangle is the part of the system connected to a
simulated heat bath. The ions hit the central area of the structure in a direction perpendicular of graphene in 2-LG. These changes are the
most significant for the G mode intensity
to the substrate.
which dramatically increases for specific
twist angles between graphene layers.[27]
intensity are related to the amount of defects in graphene. The
Hence, the G mode intensity is actually sensitive probe for the
small intensity of the D mode indicates that the as-prepared
relative orientation of the graphene layers in 2-LG. In this study
samples contain negligible amount of defects.
we focused on areas of the sample which did not exhibit the G
An important feature in these spectra is the separation of the
mode enhancement. Other effects like a change of the FWHM
Raman bands originating from the 12C and 13C layers. This is
or frequency are much less pronounced, hence they are not siga consequence of the different masses of the carbon isotopes:
nificantly affecting our measurements in this case.
(ω0−ω)/ω0 = 1− [(12 + c0)/(12+c)]1/2, where ω0 is the frequency
In order to investigate the dependence of the Raman spectra
of a particular Raman mode in the 12C sample, c = 0.99 is the
on the density of lattice defects, the samples were exposed to
concentration of 13C in the enriched sample, and c0 = 0.0107
100 keV Ar+ ion irradiation. Four samples were irradiated
13
is the natural abundance of C. According to this equation,
with total irradiation fluences of 0.12 × 1013 ions.cm−2, 0.3 ×
the downshift of the D, G and G′ bands for 13C graphene with
1013 ions/cm2, 0.6 × 1013 ions.cm−2, and 1.2 × 1013 ions.cm−2
regard to 12C graphene is expected to be 48 cm−1, 56 cm−1 and
which corresponds to approximately 1.2, 3, 6 and 12 impacts
95 cm−1, respectively, which is in a quite good agreement with
per 100 nm2, respectively.
−
1
−
1
−
1
our experimental results (49 cm , 60 cm and 98 cm ). The
Raman spectra measured from 12C and 13C areas, as well as
line width of the Raman peaks are not expected to change with
the 2-LG area of the sample exposed to the irradiation fluence of
a change of isotope content.
0.3 × 1013 ions.cm−2, are shown in Figure 3. The Ar+ ion bomSince the orientation of the graphene layers with respect
bardment created defects which are manifested in the Raman
to each other is random, the Raman spectrum of the 2-LG is
spectra by increased intensity of the D peak and appearance of
a new band at about 1610 cm−1. This band is
assigned to the D′ mode. The D′ band originates from TO phonons, but in contrast to
the D mode, it involves an intravalley process
connecting K and K′ points of the same Dirac
cone around the K or the K′ point.[28,29]
The Raman spectra of 12C and 13C 1-LG
after Ar+ ion bombardment have similar
shapes. At the same time, the Raman spectrum of 2-LG graphene is obviously not
simply a superposition of the irradiated 1-LG
spectra. Focusing on the D/G band intensity
ratio, one may easily see that it is smaller
for the 13C bottom layer in 2-LG than for
13
C 1-LG. On the other hand, the D/G ratio
is similar for the 12C top layer in 2-LG and
12
C 1-LG. The top layer in 2-LG is in contact
with another graphene layer while the 1-LG
Figure 2. Raman spectra of as-prepared 1-LG 13C, 1-LG 12C and 2-LG (13C + 12C) samples. The is in contact with SiO2 substrate. Therefore
it appears that the differences between the
two arrows indicate the locations of the D modes.
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of the 2-LG graphene samples irradiated by Ar+ ions with different
fluences.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of 1-LG 13C, 1-LG 12C and 2-LG (13C + 12C) samples with intentionally created defects using Ar+ ion bombardment. The total fluence of Ar+ ions was 0.3 ×
1013 ions.cm−2.

Raman spectra of 1-LG and 2-LG are not
determined by the presence of the substrate.
Figure 4 shows the Raman spectra of the
2-LG graphene samples irradiated by 100keV
Ar+ ions with different fluences. The intensity of the D band increases with increasing
ion fluence, while the 2450 cm−1 Raman
mode (G∗) gradually diminishes to the point
of disappearance at the highest dose. In addition, at the highest fluence used (1.2 × 1013
ions.cm−2), the intensities of the Raman
bands of the main graphene features (G and
G′modes) are decreased and they are significantly broadened due to phonon scattering
from defects. On the other hand, we do not
see any changes with increasing fluence in
the Raman frequency of the G mode or the
G′ mode,[30] which is in agreement with previously reported results.24
In order to quantify the amount of produced defects, the evolution of the D/G and
D/G′ ratios were studied with increasing irradiation fluence (Figure 5, panels a and b). The
spectra of 2-LG in Figure 4 were fitted using
Lorentzian line shapes, and peak areas were
calculated from these fits. We plotted the
ratio of peak areas, since the peak area represents the probability of the whole Raman
process, while the intensity (peak height) can
be influenced by the width of the band.
The first observation here is that the
changes in the Raman spectra with increasing
ion fluence are bigger for the top layer than
for the bottom layer graphene independent
of the indicator used (D/G or D/G′ ratio).
This experimental observation confirms that
the effect of Ar+ ion bombardment on the top
layer is stronger than on the bottom layer of
two layered graphene, and in addition it is
proportional to ion fluence.
The D/G ratio does not depend linearly on
irradiation dose, whereas the D/G′ ratio does.
It has been shown previously that a high
amount of defects can lead to a decrease of
the intensity of the Raman modes.[31] Since
the G´ and the D modes are activated by the

Figure 5. D/G (a) and D/G′ (b) intensity ratios as functions of Ar+ ion irradiation fluence (in 1013 ions/cm2). c) The D/G peak height ratio as fitted to
the model by Lucchesse et al.[22]
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same phonons, the effects of defects on these modes might be
similar, and therefore it should be compensated in the D/G′
ratio.
From the slopes of the linear fits to the D/G′ ratios it can be
deduced that 30(2) percent fewer defects are seen in the bottom
layer, as compared to the top layer. The slopes, however, do not
allow quantitative estimates of the absolute number of defects
produced in the sample by irradiation.
In order to estimate these values, the phenomenological
model developed by Lucchese et al.[22] can be employed. In
accordance with the model, the D/G intensity ratios (based
on peak heights) can be fitted to an analytical function
(ID /IG = f L D , the form of the function is given in Ref.[22])
based on estimating the fractional sample area in which the D
mode is activated, depending on the concentration of defects.
When fitting the data, it was assumed that the defect concentration increases linearly with increasing ion fluence. The defect
creation probability per ion impact in each of the layers was
taken as a fitting parameter. In other words, separately
 √for each
P ×ϕ
layer, a least squares fit of the relation ID /IG = f 1
was conducted, where P is the defect creation probability in the
layer in question. The fitted values were 0.25(4) defects per ion
in the top layer and 0.13(4) defects per ion in the bottom layer,
which in turn indicate 48% fewer defects present in the bottom
layer, as compared to the top layer. The experimental ID/IG
ratios are plotted in Figure 5(c) with the LD values calculated
using the fitted values of P along with Lucchese’s function for
reference.
These results raise a question: Why are there fewer defects
in the bottom layer? The projected range of 100 keV Ar+ ions
in graphite is approximately 80 nm,[32] meaning that the ions
easily penetrate the two graphene layers. In the binary collision model routinely employed for estimating ion irradiation
damage[32] the defect concentration mainly depends on the
rate of energy loss of the ion, which in turn depends on the
total energy of the ion. Within this model, there should be no
significant difference between damage in the top and bottom
graphene layers. Collision cascades do contribute to the total
damage, but the cascades progress rather in the direction of the
ion trajectory than towards the surface, meaning the damage
rate should be higher in the bottom layer, if cascades had an
important effect.
It is also unlikely that the substrate is responsible for different effects of Ar+ ions on the top and bottom layer. If the
substrate would make a difference, for example due to trapped
charges created by Ar+ ions in the substrate, one would expect
a stronger effect on the bottom layer than on the top layer.
In addition, we can exclude the influence of trapped charges
created in SiO2 substrate by ion bombardment, since there is
no signature of any changes in graphene doping level in the
Raman spectra: Doping would cause a change in the Raman
frequency, which is not observed experimentally here. Also, the
measurements from the 1-LG areas in the sample show that
the proximity of the substrate to the graphene layers does not
reduce the amount of produced damage.
In order to attain microscopic insight into the physical processes taking place during ion irradiation, we turned to analytical potential molecular dynamics simulations. The effects
of energetic ion impacts on the sample were modeled, and
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estimates of the number of defects created and the number of
atoms sputtered away from each of the layers were extracted.
The simulations confirmed what was assumed based on the
binary collision model: Roughly equal numbers of defects are
produced in both of the layers at the rate of 0.2 defects/impact,
which agrees with the experimental value for the top layer, but
not the bottom one.
Based on the analysis of the MD data, it can be concluded
that further changes are introduced in the samples after the
ion irradiation, which leads to a marked difference in the final
defect densities in the graphene layers: Either additional damage
is produced in the top layer, or the rate of in-situ healing of
defects in the bottom layer is higher. We stress that considerable in-situ (self-annealing) in graphite and bi-layer graphene
should be possible, as small migration barriers (less than 1 eV)
for interstitial-type defects in graphene[30] makes them mobile
even at room temperature.
The samples were exposed to air in between the irradiation
treatments and Raman measurements. It is well known that
defect sites are much more reactive than pristine graphene, and
the top layer in our samples is more exposed to possibly reactive molecules. On the other hand, one would expect chemical
reactions to rather increase the size of the defects than the
number of defects, and the average distance between defects
(which is probed by Raman spectroscopy) is mostly governed
by the number of defects.
As carbon atoms are sputtered away from the graphene
sheets by ion impacts, a source of extra carbon is needed to be
available in order to heal the produced defects. The simulations
reveal that such a reservoir does exist in the samples after ion
irradiation. Many of the displaced atoms are stuck in between
the two graphene layers, or in between the bottom layer and the
substrate (Figure 6) as interstitials.
According to our MD simulations, interstitials are produced
at the rate of 0.160(8) per ion in between the graphene layers
and 0.35(2) in between the bottom layer and the substrate. The
interstitial C atoms in between the graphene layers are available
for annihilation with vacancies in both of the layers, whereas
the atoms stuck in between the bottom layer and the substrate
are available only to the bottom layer. In the simulations, atoms
are sputtered at rates of 0.49(2) and 0.68(3) per impact from the
top and bottom layers, respectively. If these values are reduced
according to the number of interstitials available to each layer,
the numbers change to 0.41(2) lost atoms/impact from the
top layer and 0.25(3) lost atoms/impact from the bottom layer,
indicating 39(8)% fewer missing atoms from the bottom layer,
which is well in line with the experimental results. Here we
assume the extreme case that each of the interstitials annihilate with a vacancy. If a smaller portion of the interstitials annihilate, the reductions in the sputtering rates should be scaled
down accordingly.
We would like to stress here that although the C interstitial in its lowest energy configuration (the “spiro-interstitial”)
should not be mobile at room temperature,[33] this configuration is separated by a relatively high energy barrier from other
configurations, both likely appearing after ion impacts, so that
a considerable number of interstitials should be available for
recombination with vacancies. Further on, the “spiro-interstitial” configuration is not necessarily possible between our
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the bottom layer and the substrate. As these
interstitials are expected to be mobile at
room temperature, they can recombine with
vacancies in the bottom layer resulting in
the reduction of total damage. Our results
indicate that self- annealing of defects in twodimensional materials may be particularly
important and should be taken into account
when irradiation by energetic ions is used25
to tailor the properties of graphene and other
2D systems.

Experimental Section
Graphene samples were synthesized using the CVD
method according procedure reported previously.[34]
In brief: A Cu foil was heated to 1000 °C and
annealed for 20 min under flowing H2 gas. Then the
film was exposed to H2 and CH4 for 15 minutes and
finally the substrate was cooled down from 1000 °C
to 500 °C under flowing H2 and CH4 gas. For the
preparation of 13C graphene, 13CH4 was used as a
feedstock (13C content 99%, Aldrich). The as-grown
graphene was subsequently transferred to a clean
SiO2/Si substrate using polymethylmethacrylate
Figure 6. Snapshot from molecular dynamics simulations showing a typical atomic configura(PMMA), according to procedures reported
tion after an ion impact. A carbon atom stuck in between the graphene layers (red sphere)
previously.[35] In order to obtain 2-LG, the second
and in between the bottom layer and the substrate (green spheres) are visible. Small spheres
layer was transferred onto 1-LG using the same
represent C atoms, big ones Si substrate atoms.
procedure for the second time, thus obtaining
two layers with no interlayer stacking orientation.
The 2 layers of CVD graphene are expected to have random respective
randomly oriented graphene layers and certainly not in between
orientations of the layers. In some specific cases of orientation, the
the bottom graphene layer and the substrate.
interaction of the layers may lead to enhancement of the Raman signal
We would further like to point out that there may be a weak
of the G-mode.[27] In our study here we focused on areas which did not
effect related to different diffusivities of carbon interstitials
exhibit the enhancement hence the latter effect should not influence our
conclusions.
located in between the graphene layers and in between the
The samples were irradiated employing a 500 kV ion implanter unit.
bottom layer and the substrate, so that carrying out the experiThe
used ions were 100 keV Ar+ ions, and the initially produced focused
ments at different temperatures may give rise to different ratios
ion beam was fed through a rasterizing unit ensuring a homogenous
between the interstials in the two regions shown in Figure 6.
particle fluence on the entire sample. The irradiation fluence was
Thus even interstitial diffusivity measurements can be carried
determined using four Faraday cups placed inside the irradiation area.
out with such a setup.
The Raman spectra were excited by 2.41 eV laser excitation energy
To conclude, by combining ion-irradiation experiments folusing a mixed Ar+/Kr+ laser (Coherent) and measured using microRaman setup LabramHR (Horiba Jobin-Yvon).
lowed by the characterization of the samples using Raman
Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Analytical potential molecular
spectroscopy together with atomistic simulations, we have
dynamics simulations were conducted using the PARCAS code[33] The
+
studied the effects of 100 keV Ar ion irradiation on isotopisame method has been used earlier for simulating the interactions of
cally labeled single and two-layer graphene samples for various
energetic ions and graphene.[16,17] The simulated structure consisted of
unspecified twist angles. Based on the defect-related changes in
two randomly oriented and periodically translated 1196 atom graphene
the D/G and D/G′ band intensity ratios, it is evident that the
layers (with the atomic mass in the lower layer adjusted to 13 amu) with
a 3.35 Å spacing. The actual value of the interlayer separation between
number of defects in both of the graphene layers increases with
the sheets in the bilayer graphene may be affected by local stacking
increasing irradiation fluence, as expected, but the rate of defect
order. Besides, it may also will also change locally due to additional
accumulation significantly differs in the layers with the final
van der Waals interaction of the top layer with the substrate (“through”
defect density in the bottom layer being lower than in the top
the bottom layer), as advanced DFT calculations indicate.[36] All these
layer. The latter observation is contrary to what can be expected
effects are beyond our simple theoretical model. However, as DFT
based on the binary collision model (a method routinely used
simulations also indicate that interstiatial formation energies do not
differ much in bulk graphene and bilayer graphene,[33] we expect that
for assessing ion irradiation damage) and analytical potenthe model should provide at least qualitative insight into the behavior
tial molecular dynamics simulations, which predict the same
of the system. The stacked layers were placed on top of a Si [111] slab of
number of defects to be produced in both of the layers. This
30 Å thickness with a 3.7 Å spacing (the oxide layer was excluded from
discrepancy was explained via a detailed analysis of the final
the model). The relatively thin substrate does not necessarily model all
locations of interstitial carbon atoms produced by sputtering
backscattered particles originating from deeper in the sample, but rather
by the energetic ion in the atomistic simulations. A signifimodels the role of the substrate on inhibiting the motion of sputtered C
cantly higher number of interstitials was produced in between
atoms. The C-C interactions were described using the Brenner second
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generation analytical reactive bond-order potential,[37] the C-Si and
Si-Si interactions using the Erhart Si-C potential.[38] The Ar-C and Ar-Si
interaction was modeled using the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark universal
repulsive potential.[32] The system was connected to a heat bath using
the Berendsen thermostat at the edges outside the impact area in order
to allow heat introduced by the impinging ion to be dissipated.
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